Symbols

0%-100% scale, 46
0-255 scale, 46
100% view, 17
16-bit-per-channel images. See high-bit data

A

accentuating eyes, 301-302
cleaning up, 304-306
creating contrast with Dodge and Burn tools, 302-304
painterly approach, 306-309
accessing channels with keyboard shortcuts, 159
activating tools in Photoshop toolbar, 11
Adams, Ansel, 34
adding. See also increasing
color to black and white images, 236-238
contrast with Hard Light, 52
creative edges, 258-259
fill-flash, 75-79
frames, 258
additive colors, 92-93
adjusting
posture, 282-284
screens, 18
shadows, 335
Adjustment Layers, 19
Channel Mixer, 54, 238
combining tonal corrections, 56-58
Curves. See Curves
Adjustment Layers importance of, 37-38
isolating, 70
layer masks, 70
multiple masked adjustments, 61
Levels, See Levels
Adjustment Layers
loading, 54-55
moving, 54
painting, 72-73
saving, 54-56
aged photos, removing stains, 175-177
aging, wrinkles. See skin, wrinkles
aging process, reversing, 294-296
alpha channels, applying filters to, 191
Annotation tool, 11
Apply Image, 131
rebuilding color channels, 218-222
applying filters to alpha channels, 191
archive systems, 26
assessing. See evaluating
assigning false color profiles, 120
Auto Color Correction, 99-100
cropping images, 102-103
details, 100-101
Auto Color Correction Options Interface, 100
avoiding
banding, 257
demarcation lines, 203
moiré patterns when shooting digital pictures, 161
posterization, 70
back-up systems, 26
background layers, 18
backgrounds
creating digital background collections, 196-197
re-creating, 184, 188-189
concentrating on the essentials, 184
drop shadows, 192-193
lifting subjects off photographs, 190-192
Quick Mask technique, 184-188
replacing, 192
balancing
exposure and fading, 86-88
highlights, 112
midtones, 112
neutral tones with Levels, 112-114
shadows, 112
stains, 178-180
banding, avoiding, 257
Beard, Bruce (skin and hair color reference charts), 115
Beckelman, Mark, 254
Beene, Carrie, 209, 278, 309
Billings, Rick, 274
black-and-white images
adding color, 236, 238
converting from color images, 224
Blending Modes, 232-234
Channel Mixer, 226-229
color channels, 225
Grayscale mode, 224-225
luminance channels, 226
mimicking photographic film and filters, 230-231
using Calculation functions, 235-236
hand-coloring, 245-249
traditional versus digital, 250-251
black point sliders, improving tones, 39-40
black points, 38
finding, 41-43
blemishes
correcting with History Brush and Blending Modes, 290-292
healing good over bad, 288-289
patching good over bad, 289-290
Blending Modes, 49
adding contrast with Hard Light, 52
Color, 243
contrast, 70
converting color images to black and white, 232-234
fixing blemishes, 290-292
images, 50
Linear Dodge, 70
Luminosity, using with Curves Adjustment Layers, 111
Multiply, 50-51
overexposed images, 80-81
Overlay, 243
Pin Light, 243
Screen, 53-54
lightening dark images, 68-70
Blur filters, 252
blurring in Lab Color mode, 160-161
bodies, contouring with light, 345-347
body parts
chins, reducing double chins, 298-300
eyes. See eyes
lips, 288, 333-334
skin. See skin
working with substitutes, 198-199
borders. See edges
borrowing image information, 200
braces, removing from teeth, 317-318
Brown, Russell, 230
Brush, 11
brushes
context-sensitive menus, 16
hardness, changing, 13
sizes, 13
for removing dust, 140
Bryant, David (fill-flash), 78
Burn tool
exposure, 303
eyes, accentuating contrast, 302-304
Burnett, Maggie, 201
cables, removing, 168-169
Calculation functions, converting color images to black and white, 235-236
cameras, digital cameras. See digital cameras
Canfield, Shan, 205, 340
capturing high-bit data, 64-66
CD-ROM, 26
chairs, 24
changing brush attributes, 13
Channel Mixer Adjustment Layer, 54, 178, 238
converting color images to black and white, 226-229
channels, 53
accessing with keyboard shortcuts, 159
alpha channels, applying filters to, 191
Channel Mixer, converting color images to black and white, 226-229
color channels, 211
converting color images to black and white, 225
rebuilding with Apply Image, 218-222
replacing damaged channels, 215-217
luminance channels, converting color images to black and white, 226
replacing, 220
thumbnails, increasing size of, 212
Channels palette, 53
charts, skin and hair color
reference charts, 115
chins, reducing double chins,
298-300
cleaning up eyes, 304-306
clients, working with, 274
Clone Stamp tool, 11, 169
removing
mold, mildew, and fungus, 141
scratches, 166-168
repairing images, 142-143
clothing, smoothing folds in,
279-280
clutter, hiding, 169-170
CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow,
and black), 92
skin tones, 118-120
collecting payments, 22
collections, backgrounds.
See backgrounds
Color Balance Adjustment
Layers, 98-99
Color Blending Mode, 243
color casts, 93
identifying, 94
magenta, 99
red, 99
color channels
converting color images to black
and white, 225
rebuilding with Apply Image,
218-222
color correction
alleviating extreme color
problems, 124-125
with Levels, 125-126
Auto Color Correction, 99-100
cropping images, 102-103
details, 100-101
Auto Color Correction Options
Interface, 100
balancing neutral tones with
Levels, 112-114
by numbers, 112
skin tones, 114
Curves, 108-110
Luminosity Blending Mode, 111
interchannel color correction,
131-133
Levels, multiple color
corrections, 106-108
Levels or Curves eyedroppers,
104-106
RGB, skin tones, 115-116
selective color correction, 121
targeting the problem color,
121-123
skin tones
balancing with Curves,
114-118
CMYK, 118-120
RGB, 115-116
temperature problems
correcting, 126-128
correcting mixed color
temperature, 128-130
Macbeth targets, 130-131
with Variations, 94-97
undoing, 97
Color Fill layers, 247
color images, histograms, 35
color profiles, assigning, 120
Color Range command, 217
Color Sampler tool, 11, 35
Color Samplers, 36
coloring, hand-coloring. See
hand-coloring, 245
ColorMatch RGB, 115
colors
additive colors, 92-93
channels, 211
replacing damaged channels,
215-217
CMYK, 92
skin tones, 118-120
Color Balance Adjustment
Layers, 98-99
combining
with sepia, 239-240
with black and white images,
236-238
correcting color temperature
problems, 126-128
Macbeth targets, 130-131
mixed color temperature,
128-130
extreme color damage,
alleviating, 215
fine-tuning individual colors,
217-218
HSB, 93
images, converting to black and
white. See converting, color
images to black and white
Lab, 92
Magenta, color casts, 99
matching, 210
problems, alleviating extreme
color problems, 124-126
reconstructing, 210-214
red color casts, 99
RGB, 92
ColorMatch RGB, 115
skin tones, 118-120
subtractive colors, 92-93
of teeth, 316
toning images, 241-242
monocolor toning, 242-243
multicolor toning, 244-245
Variations, 241-242
combining
color with black-and-white
images, 236-238
filters, 197
images, 254-255
sepia with color, 239-240
commands
Apply Image, 131, 218-222
Color Range, 217
complexions, retouching, 336-338
computer equipment, 24
back-up systems, 26
CD- or DVD-ROM, 26
copy work, 27
CPU speed, 25
hard drive space, 25
monitors, 25
pressure sensitive tablets, 26
printers, 28
professional digital cameras, 27
prosumer digital cameras, 28
RAM, 25
scanners, 26
scratch disks, 25
software, 28
switchers, 25
combining tonal corrections, 56-58
context-sensitive menus, 16-17
continuity mistakes, 196
contouring bodies with light,
345-347
contours, smoothing, 279
adjusting posture, 282-284
folds in clothing, 279-280
narrowing faces, 280-282
slimming techniques, 285-286
contrast
accentuating in eyes, 302-304
adding with Hard Light, 52
Blending Modes, 70
correcting, 221
increasing
with Blending Modes, 50
with Curves, 46-47
tonal changes, 70
Index 359
converting
color images to black and white, 224
  Blending Modes, 232-234
  Channel Mixer, 226-229
  color channels, 225
  Grayscale mode, 224-225
  luminance channels, 226
  mimicking photographic film and filters, 230-231
  using Calculation functions, 235-236
files to grayscale, 175
copied layers, 19
copy negatives, reducing reflections and print texture, 152
copy work, 27
correcting
  color temperature problems, 126-128
  Macbeth targets, 130-131
  mixed color temperature, 128-130
  colors, 210-214
  extreme color damage, 215
  contrast, 221
  high-bit scans, 65-66
  overexposed images from digital cameras, 82-83
  tones based on selections, 59-60
CPU speed, 25
cracks, repairing, 171-174
creative edges, adding, 258-259
Crop tool presets, creating, 12
cropping images, Auto Color Correction, 102-103
Curves Adjustment Layers, 46
  balancing skin tones, 114-118
  bringing out details, 48-49
  color correction, 108-110
  eyedroppers, color correction, 104-106
  increasing contrast, 46-47
  Luminosity Blending Mode, 111
Custom filter, 268
custom workspaces, creating, 15
darkening images with Blending Modes, 50
Delete Workspace, 15
deloping layers, 21. See also removing
DeLillo, Helene, 326
demarcation lines, avoiding, 203
densitometer, 35
density, creating with Multiply Blending Mode, 50-51
descreen function, 154
destination, patching from, 149
details
  Auto Color Correction, 100-101
  bringing out with Screen, 53-54
  with Curves, 48-49
digital background collections, 196-197
digital cameras, 27-28
  overexposed images, correcting, 82-83
  reducing noise, 159
digital flash techniques, 74-75
digital pictures, avoiding moiré patterns when shooting, 161
disadvantages of Variations, 94
discarding layers, 21
discoloration. See stains
distractions
  hiding, 169-170
  removing, 328-329
  portrait retouching, 278
docking palettes, 14
Dodge tool, 294
  exposure, 303
  eyes, accentuating contrast, 302-304
  shortcut keys, 306
double chins, reducing, 298-300
dramatic lighting, 349-351
drop shadows, creating, 192-193
duplicate layers, 19
dust, 138
  removing brush sizes, 140
  with float and move technique, 138-140
Dust & Scratches filter, 157, 164
DVD-ROM, 26
dynamic range, enhancing with selections, 62-63
dark images, 68. See also lightening
painting with Adjustment Layers, 72-73
Screen Blending Mode, 68-70
tonal correction, transitioning, 70-72
edge burns, 348-349
edges, 256
  creative edges, adding, 258-259
  image edges, removing, 187
  vignetting portraits, 256-258
decorating. See removing
Emboss filter, 267, 340
empty layers, 19
enhancing high-bit data, 64-66
environments, workspaces, 23
Eraser, 11
erasing pen marks, 180-182
ethnicity, skin tones, 115
evaluating image tones, 34-35
  with measuring tools, 35
  with stepwedges, 37
exposure
  balancing with fading, 86-88
  Burn tool, 303
  dark images. See dark images
  Dodge tool, 303
  filters, 252-255
  flashes, 74-75
  overexposed images. See overexposed images
extensions, 21
Eyedropper, 11, 35
eyedroppers
  Levels, improving tone, 43-44
  Levels or Curves, color correction, 104-106
eyes
  accentuating, 301-302
  cleaning up, 304-306
  contrast with Dodge and Burn tools, 302-304
  painterly approach, 306-309
glasses, removing reflections, 309-312
redeye, removing, 312-314
retouching, 331-333, 342-344
tear ducts, 308
F
F keys. See function keys, 13
faces
  eyes. See eyes
  lips, 333-334, 344
  narrowing, 280-282
  symmetry, 344
facial features, 301
  eyes. See eyes
  hair. See hair
  teeth. See teeth
fading, balancing with exposure, 86-88
fashion and glamour
  retouching, 328
  eyes, 331-333, 342-344
  hair, 329, 340-342
  lighting, 348
    dramatic lighting, 349-351
    edge burns, 348-349
  lips, 333-334
  makeup, 338-340
  removing distractions, 328-329
  eyes, 331-333
  lips, 333-334
  maintaining skin texture, 329-331
  reviewing your work, 335
  skin
    complexions, 336-338
    maintaining texture, 329-331
  removing folds of skin, 338
  slimming techniques. See slimming techniques
  studying your work, 336
ferric oxide toners, 241
File Browser, 15
  files
    converting to grayscale, 175
    extensions, 21
    organizing, 21
  fill layers, 19
  fill-flash, adding, 75-79
filters, 251
  applying to alpha channels, 191
  Blur, 252
  combining, 197
  Custom, 268
  Dust & Scratches, 157, 164
  Emboss, 267, 340
  focus and exposure, 252-255
  Gaussian Blur, 160, 259
  softening portraits, 291
  High Pass filter, 265-266
  Liquify
    Pucker tool, 287
    Warp tool, 299
  Median, 339
  photographic filters, mimicking to convert color images to black and white, 230-231
  Finch, 345
sharpening, 259
  Custom filter, 268
  Emboss filter, 267
  High Pass filter, 265-266
  smart sharpening, 264-265
  Unsharp Mask filter, 260-261
  when to sharpen, 259-260
  Unsharp Mask, 260-261
  workflow of, 261-263
finding
  black and white points, 41-43
  highlights, 105
  replacement materials, 194-195
fine-tuning individual colors, 217-218
Fiorbiano, Fabrizio, 144, 168
flashes
  digital flashes, 74-75
  fill-flash, adding, 75-79
flatbed scanners, 152
flattening
  images, 205
  layers, 21
flesh tones. See skin tones
float and move technique, removing dust, 138-140
focus
  matching, 209
  refocusing images, 323-324
  selective focus, 252-255
  selective focus controls, portrait retouching, 322-323
frames, adding, 258
function keys, palettes, 13-14
fungus, removing, 141-144
furniture for workspaces, 24
Gaussian Blur, 160, 259
  softening portraits, 291
glasses
  photographing people with glasses, 312
  removing reflections from, 309-312
Gorman, Greg, 350
Gradient tool, creating stepwedges, 37
Graphics Afoot, 207
gray scale. See also black-and-white images
  converting files to, 175
  images, histograms, 35
Grayscale mode, converting to, 224-225
H&H Color Labs, 209, 278
hair
  retouching, 329, 340-342
  shaping with light, 318-320
hand-coloring black-and-white images, 245-249
  traditional versus digital, 250-251
hard drive space, 25
Hard Light Blending Mode, adding contrast, 52
healing skin, 288-289
Healing Brush, 11, 17
  controlling coverage of, 143
  healing from patterns, 144-146
  removing mold, mildew, and fungus, 141
  scratches, 166-168
  troubleshooting, 289
hiding
  clutter and distractions, 169-170
  palettes, 13
High Pass filter, 265-266
high-bit data
  benefits of, 63-64
  capturing, 64-66
  enhancing, 64-66
high-bit scans, correcting, 65-66
high-key images, 34
highlight exposure of red channel, improving, 82
highlights
  balancing, 112
  revealing true highlights, 105
  specular highlights, reducing, 84-85
Hirsch, Ron, 97
histograms, 34-35
History Brush, 11
  fixing blemishes, 290-292
hot spots, reducing, 300-301
HSB (hue, saturation, and brightness), 93
Hue/Saturation, 202
humidity, 141
identifying color casts, 94
image edges, removing, 187
image luminosity, loading, 89
Image Variations. See Variations
images. See also photographs; portraits
  borrowing image information, 200
  combining, 254-255
cropping before using Auto Color Correction, 102-103
dark images. See dark images darkening with Blending Modes, 50
erasing pen marks, 180-182
evaluating tones, 34-35 with measuring tools, 35
flattening, 205
histograms, 35
increasing contrast with Blending Modes, 50
lightening with Blending Modes, 50
maintaining structure, 162-164
navigating, 17-18
overexposed images. See overexposed images
panning through, 18
refocusing, 323-324
repairing
  healing from patterns, 144-146
  with Clone Stamp, 142-143
scanning, 152
softening, 252
tips for starting restoration, 29
tones. See also adding contrast with Blending Modes, 50
toning with color, 241-242
  monocolor toning, 242-243
  multicolor toning, 244-245
  Variations, 241-242
improving
  dark images. See dark images
  highlight exposure of red channel, 82
  image tones with Levels, 39
  skin tones, 213
teeth, 315-317
  removing braces, 317-318
tones
  with Levels' eyedroppers, 43-44
  with Output levels, 45
increasing. See also adding contrast with Blending Modes, 50
size of thumbnails, 212
Info palette, 36
  identifying color casts, 94
interchannel color correction, 131-133
IOGEAR, switchers, 25
isolating Adjustment Layers, 70

J
Johnson, Art, 178, 198
Johnson, Stephen (float and move technique), 138
jowls, reducing, 298-300

K
keyboard shortcuts, 10
  for accessing channels, 159
  for changing brush size or hardness, 13
  Dodge tool, 306
keys
  Macintosh Command (Cmd), 10
  PC Control (Ctrl), 10
Kuaimoku, Eric, 285

L
Lab Color mode, 92, 216
  blurring and sharpening, 160-161
Lasso, 11
layer masks, 70. See also masks multiple masked adjustments, 61
layer sets, 20-21
layers, 19
  Adjustment Layers. See Adjustment Layers background layers, 18
  Channel Mixer Adjustment Layers, 178
  Color Balance Adjustment Layers, 98-99
  Color Fill layers, 247
copied layers, 19
  Curves Adjustment Layers, color correction, 108-110
  Curves Adjustment Layers. See Curves Adjustment Layers deleting, 21
duplicate layers, 19
  working on to reduce wrinkles, 294
easy layers, 19
  fill layers, 19
  flattening, 21
Levels Adjustment Layers. See Levels Adjustment Layers merged layers, creating, 19
  naming, 19-21, 248
  navigating, 19-20
  neutral layers, 19
  Soft Light neutral layers, working on to reduce wrinkles, 294
learning tool tips, 11
Leffingwell, PJ, 238
Levels Adjustment Layers
  balancing neutral tones, 112-114
  color correction, multiple color corrections, 106-108
  correcting extreme color problems, 125-126
eyedroppers, color correction, 104-106
  finding black and white points, 41-43
histogram, 34
improving tones, 39
  black and white point sliders, 39-40
  with eyedroppers, 43-44
  midtone sliders, 40-41
  with Output levels, 45
tones, 38-39
levels of retouching, 274-275
libraries, 196. See also collections
lifting subjects off of photographs, 190-192
light
  contouring bodies, 345-347
  painting with, 88-89
  shaping hair, 318-320
lightening. See also dark images
details with Screen and Channel Mixer Adjustment Layer, 54
images with Blending Modes, 50
lighting
  for glamour, 348
  dramatic lighting, 349-351
  edge burns, 348-349
  in workspaces, 23
Linear Dodge Blending Mode, 70
lines, avoiding demarcation
  lines, 203
lips, retouching, 333-334
Liquify filter
  Pucker tool, 287
  Warp tool, 299
loading
  Adjustment Layers, 54-55
  image luminosity, 89
low-key images, 34
lumiance channels, converting color images to black and white, 226
luminosity, loading image luminosity, 89
Luminosity Blending mode, using with Curves Adjustment Layers, 111
Macbeth ColorChecker, 130-131
Macbeth targets, 130-131
Macintosh Command (Cmd) key, 10
magenta, color casts, 99
Magnifying tools, context-sensitive menus, 17
maintaining image structure, 162-164
makeup, retouching, 338-340
Margulis, Dan, 115
Marquee, 11
Marshall Oils, 245
masks, Gradient tool, 70
matching
colors, 210
sharpness of elements, 209
Measure tool, 11
measuring tools, evaluating tones, 35
Median filter, 339
medium-key images, 34
Melnick, Sean, 188
menus, context-sensitive menus, 16-17
merged layers, creating, 19
midtone gamma slider, 38
midtone sliders, improving tones, 40-41
midtones, balancing, 112
mildew, removing, 141
mistakes, continuity mistakes, 196
mixed color temperature problems, correcting, 128-130
moiré from digital cameras, reducing, 159
moiré artifacts, reducing, 151
moiré patterns, avoiding when shooting digital pictures, 161
moiré problems, reducing, 158-159
mold, removing, 141-144
monitors, 25
workspace, 15
monocolor toning, 242-243
moving
Adjustment Layers, 54
objects, closer together, 207-209
multicolor toning, 244-245
Multiply Blending Mode, 50-51
overexposed images, 80-81
naming
layers, 19-21, 248
Tool presets, 12
navigating
images, 17-18
layers, 19-20
nested retouching tools, 11
neutral layers, 19
new features, File Browser, 15
noise, reducing digital camera noise, 159
Notes tool, 327
numbers, color correction, 112
skin tones, 114
O’Connell, Patrick, 24, 200
objects, moving closer together, 207-209
options bar, 13
organizing files, 21
Output levels, improving tone, 45
overexposed images, 80
from digital cameras, correcting, 82-83
Multiply Blending Mode, 80-81
overexposure
balancing exposure and fading, 86-88
specular highlights, reducing, 84-85
Overlay Blending Mode, 243
painterly approach to accentuating eyes, 306-309
painting
with Adjustment Layers, 72-73
with light, 88-89
palette wells, 13
palettes
Channels, 53
docking, 14
function keys, 13-14
hiding, 13
Info, 36
identifying color casts, 94
revealing, 13
tips for working with, 14
Palmer Multimedia Imaging, 207
Palmer, Wayne, 152, 171, 207, 249
panning through images, 18
paper texture, reducing, 154-156
Patch tool, 147-150, 167
patching, 148-150
patching
from destination, 149
from patterns, 149-150
from source, 148
skin, 289-290
Path Selection tools, 11
Path tool, tips for using, 290
paths, creating with Pen tool, 169
patience when rebuilding portraits, 206-207
Pattern Maker, 145
patterns
healing from, 144-146
patching from, 149-150
print patterns, removing, 156-158
payments, collecting, 22
PC Control (Ctrl) key, 10
Pen tool, 11, 168
paths, creating, 169
Pencil, 11
pens, erasing marks from, 180-182
perseverance, rebuilding portraits, 206-207
photographic film and filters, mimicking to convert color images to black and white, 230-231
photographing people with glasses, 312
photographs. See also images; portraits
lifting subjects off of, 190-192
replacement materials, finding, 194-195
storing, 141
Pin Light Blending Mode, 243
Pinch filter, 345
Pool, Phil, 257
portrait retouchers, role of, 273
portrait retouching
accentuating facial features. See facial features contours, 279
adjusting posture, 282-284
folds in clothing, 279-280
narrowing faces, 280-282
slimming techniques, 285-286
eyes. See eyes
levels of, 274-275
refocusing images, 323-324
removing distractions, 278
selective focus controls, 322-323
skin. See skin
soft-focus effects, 320-322
strategies for, 276-278
portraits. See also portraits;
photographs
rebuilding, 201-204
with patience and perseverance, 206-207
softening
with selective focus controls, 322-323
soft portrait effects, 320-322
vignetting, 256-258
posterization, 70
posture, adjusting, 282-284
Presets manager, 249
presets, Tool presets, 12-13
pressure-sensitive tablets, 26
preventing redeye, 312
previsualization, 34
print patterns, removing, 156-158
print texture, reducing, 151
before retouching, 151-154
printers, 28
prints, scanning, 172
problems, targeting color problems, 121-123
professional digital cameras, 27
prosumer digital cameras, 28
Pucker tool, 287
quantum Mechanic Lite, 161
Quantum Mechanic Pro, 161
Quick Mask, 259
Quick Mask technique, 184-188
RAM, 25
re-creating
backgrounds. See backgrounds
colors, 210-214
rebuilding portraits. See portraits
red, color casts, 99
red channel, improving highlight exposure, 82
redeye, 312-314
reducing
digital camera noise, 159
double chins, 298-300
moire from digital cameras, 159
moire artifacts, 151
moire problems, 158-159
paper texture, 154-156
print texture, 151
before retouching, 151-154
reflections before retouching, 152
shiny spots on skin, 300-301
specular highlights, 84-85
wrinkles, 293
by working on duplicate layers, 294
by working on Soft Light neutral layers, 294
reversing the aging process, 294-296
refining your work, 335
reflections reducing before retouching, 152
removing from glasses, 309-312
refocusing images, 323-324
removing
braces from teeth, 317-318
Color Samplers, 36
discoloration. See stains
distractions, 328-329
portrait retouching, 278
dust
brush sizes, 140
float and move technique, 138-140
five o’clock shadows, 296-298
fungus, 143-144
image edges, 187
mold, mildew, and fungus, 141
print patterns, 156-158
redeye, 312-314
reflections from glasses, 309-312
scratches, 166
with Clone Stamp and Healing Brush, 166-168
stains, 174
aged photos, 175-177
unwanted elements, 168
hiding clutter and distractions, 169-170
wires or cables, 168-169
repairing
images
with Clone Stamp, 142-143
healing from patterns, 144-146
tears, rips, and cracks, 171-174
replacement materials, finding, 194-195
replacing
backgrounds, 192
channels, 220
color channels, 215-217
Reset Palette Locations, 15
retouching, 274
eyes, 331-333, 342-344
fashion and glamour retouching techniques. See fashion and glamour retouching
hair, 329, 340-342
lips, 333-334
portraits. See portrait retouching
reducing print texture before retouching, 151-154
reducing reflections before retouching, 152
skin. See skin strategies
looking at the big picture, 326
looking at the details, 326
written confirmation of what needs to be done, 326-327
strategies for, 326
retouching workflow, 22
revealing
palettes, 13
true highlights, 105
reviewing your work, 335-336
RGB (red, green, blue), 92
ColorMatch RGB, 115
skin tones, 115-120
rips, repairing, 171-174
roles of portrait retouchers, 273
saving
Adjustment Layers, 54-56
Tool presets, 12-13
workspaces, 14-15
scales, tonal values, 46
scanners, 26
descreen function, 154
flatbed scanners, 152
scanning
images, 152
large print pieces, 172
scans, correcting high-bit
scans, 65-66
Schewe, Jeff, 344
scratch disks, 25
scratches, removing, 166
with Clone Stamp and Healing Brush, 166-168

Screen Blending Mode, 53-54
lightening dark images, 68-70

screens, adjusting width and height, 18

select and desaturate technique, removing redeye, 313
select and substitute technique, removing redeye, 314

selections
basing tonal corrections on, 59-60
enhancing dynamic range, 62-63
making, 190

selective color correction, 121
targeting the problem color, 121-123

selective focus, 252-255
selective focus controls, portrait retouching, 322-323

selenium toners, 241

sepia, combining with color, 239-240

shades. See color casts

shadows, 193
adjusting, 335
balancing, 112
drop shadows, creating, 192-193
five o’clock shadows, removing, 296-298

shaping hair with light, 318-320

sharpening
filters, 259
Custom filter, 268
Emboss filter, 267
High Pass filter, 265-266
smart sharpening, 264-265
Unsharp Mask filter, 260-261
when to sharpen, 259-260
in Lab Color mode, 160-161

Sharpening tools, 11

sharpness of image elements, matching, 209

shortcuts, keyboard shortcuts. See keyboard shortcuts

showing palettes, 13

skin, 288
blemishes, 288
healing good over bad, 288-289
patching good over bad, 289-290
using History Brush and Blending Modes, 290-292
complexions, 336-338
double chins, reducing, 298-300
five o’clock shadows, removing, 296-298
hot spots, reducing, 300-301
maintaining texture, 329-331
makeup, 338-340
removing folds of skin, 338
shiny spots, reducing, 300-301
tones. See skin tones
wrinkles, 292-293
reducing, 293-296

skin and hair color reference charts, 115

skin tones, 112
balancing with Curves, 114-118
CMYK, 118-120
ethnicity, 115
improving, 213
RGB, 118-120

sliders
black and white point sliders, improving tones, 39-40
midtone gamma slider, 38
midtone sliders, improving tones, 40-41
splitting, 263

slimming techniques, 343
contouring bodies with light, 345-347
portrait retouching, 285-286
tummy tucks, 344

smart sharpening, 264-265

smoothing contours, 279
adjusting posture, 282-284
folds in clothing, 279-280
narrowing faces, 280-282

slimming techniques, 285-286

Soft Light mode, 341
Soft Light neutral layers, reducing wrinkles, 294

soft-focus effects, portrait retouching, 320-322

softening
images, 252
portraits
Gaussian Blur, 291
selective focus controls, 322-323
soft-focus effects, 320-322

software, 28
source, patching from, 148
specular highlights, reducing, 84-85
splitting sliders, 263
Sponge tool, 306

stains
balancing, 178-180
removing, 174
stain of age, 175-177

stealing image information, 200
stepwedges, 37

stomachs, slimming, 344

storing photographs, 141

strategies
for portrait retouching, 276-278
for retouching, 326-327

structure of images, maintaining, 162-164

studying your work, 336

subjects. See also objects
lifting off of photographs, 190-192
moving, 207

substitute body parts, working with, 198-199

subtractive colors, 92-93

switchers, 25

symmetry, 344

T
tans, retouching complexions, 336-338
Tapp, Eddie, 349

Tarantino, Chris, 131, 268
targeting, 38
targets, Macbeth targets, 130-131
tear ducts, 308
tears, repairing, 171-174

techniques
Quick Mask, 184-188
select and desaturate, removing redeye, 313
select and substitute, removing redeye, 314

teeth
color of, 316
improving, 315-317
removing braces, 317-318

temperature, color temperature problems
correcting, 126-130
Macbeth targets, 130-131

texture
of skin, maintaining, 329-331.
See also skin
paper texture, reducing, 154-156
print texture. See print texture

Thompson, Laurie, 184, 190

thumbnails, increasing size of, 212
tinges. See color casts
tintypes, 68
Tompkins, Leigh-Anne, 206-207
tonal changes, contrast, 70
tonal correcting, transitioning in
dark images, 70-72
Tonal tools, 11
tonal values, 63
toners, 241
tones
  basing corrections on selecting,
  59-60
  Blending Modes. See Blending
  Modes
  combining tonal corrections,
  56-58
  correcting with multiple masked
  adjustments, 61
details, bringing out with
  Curves, 48-49
  enhancing dynamic range with
  selections, 62-63
evaluating image tones, 34-35
  with measuring tools, 35
  finding black and white points,
  41-43
  improving with Output levels, 45
  improving with Levels, 39
    black and white point sliders,
    39-40
    eyedroppers, 43-44
    midtone sliders, 40-41
  increasing contrast with Curves,
  46-47
  Levels, 38-39
  neutral tones, balancing with
  Levels, 112-114
  skin tones, balancing with
  Curves, 114-118
  stepwedges, 37
  tracking changes with Color
  Samplers, 36
toning
  images with color, 241-242
    monocolor toning, 242-243
    multicolor toning, 244-245
  Variations, 241-242
  monocolor toning, 242-243
  multicolor toning, 244-245
toning tools, context-sensitive
  menus, 17
  Tool presets, 12-13
  tool tips, learning, 11
toolbars, activating tools, 11
tools
  activating in Photoshop
  toolbar, 11
  Annotation, 11
  Brush, 11
  Burn, accentuating contrast in
  eyes, 302-304
  Clone Stamp. See Clone
  Stamp tool
  Color Sampler, 11, 35
  Dodge
    accentuating contrast in eyes,
    302-304
    reducing wrinkles, 294
  Eraser, 11
  Eyedropper, 11, 35
  Gradient
    creating stepwedges, 37
    masks, 70
  Healing Brush. See Healing
  Brush
  History Brush, 11
    fixing blemishes, 290-292
  Lasso, 11
  Magnifying tools, context-
  sensitive menus, 17
  Marquee, 11
  Measure, 11
  nested retouching tools, 11
  nested tools, 11
  Notes, 327
  Patch. See Patch tool
  Path, tips for using, 290
  Path Selection tools, 11
  Pen, 11, 168
    creating paths, 169
  Pencil, 11
  Pucker, 287
  Sharpening tools, 11
  Sponge, 306
  Tonal tools, 11
toning tools, context-sensitive
  menus, 17
  Variations. See Variations
  Warp, 299
  Zoom, 17
tracking tonal changes with Color
  Samplers, 36
transitioning tonal correction in
dark images, 70-72
Trembley, Diane, 248
troubleshooting Healing
  Brush, 289
tummy tucks, 344
U–V
undoing changes of Variations, 97
Unsharp Mask filter, 260-261
tips for using, 263
workflow of, 261-263
unwanted elements
  hiding clutter and distractions,
  169-170
  removing, 168
    wires or cables, 168-169
Vander Houwen, Greg, 267
Variations, 94
color correction, 94-97
disadvantages of, 94
toning, 241-242
undoing changes, 97
Varis, Lee, 261, 338
viewing tool tips, 11
vignetting portraits, 256-258
Volk, Carl, 158
W–X–Y–Z
Walden, Bob, 180
Warner, John, 162
Warp tool, 299
wedging hair, 318-320
Weller, Lloyd, 218
Weston, Edward, 34
white point sliders, improving
tones, 39-40
white points, 38
  finding, 41-43
  wires, removing, 168-169
workflow
  retouching workflow, 22
  of Unsharp Mask filter, 261-263
workspaces, 22
  computer equipment. See
  computer equipment
  creating custom workspaces, 15
  environments, 23
  furniture, 24
  lighting, 23
  monitors, 15
  saving, 14-15
  setting up, 14-15
wrinkles in skin. See skin,
  wrinkles
Zirbes, Lori, 250
Zoom tool, 17
zooming in, 17-1